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What is Chronic Pain?
´ Chronic pain may result from a number of sources. 
´ Chronic pain results from a complex relationship between neuro-

transmitters, receptors, the central nervous system and the brain 
(thalamus, hippocampus, amygdala, pre-frontal cortex).  



Other Areas are also changed
´ Sleep

´ Mood

´ Movement

´ All of these areas are regulated (at least in part) by the same areas of the 
brain that regulate pain



Chronic Pain is sometimes called 
“Centralized Pain”
´ Chronic pain may be referred to as Centralized Pain because the central 

nervous system is affected and becomes overly sensitive to pain. 

´ Neuroplasticity  is the brain’s way of changing.  With experience and 
repetition the brain adapts and changes how it responds.  With chronic 
pain, this process is impaired.  

´ As chronic pain develops, nerve cells become so sensitive that gentle 
touch or movement becomes painful, and sometimes the area of pain 
expands beyond the area of the original injury



Why would someone seek the help of a 
psychological associate/psychologist?

´ Fear/anxiety, anger/irritability, depression, 
or helplessness/hopelessness.  

´ “It must be all in my head”

´ Feelings of not being understood/believed 
by others, or feeling like you can’t keep 
complaining about this to your 
friends/family



Endless searching for “the cure”

´ Having a foot on two paths

´ Thousand little cures



The need for a healing team

´ Self

´ Partner, family, friends, supporters

´ Physicians, pharmacists, specialists, naturopaths, homeopaths

´ Other health professionals

´ Spiritual or traditional healers

´ Psychologists/psych associates, psychotherapists, behaviour 
therapists

´ Others



Breathe
´ Pain tightens.  We brace and hold our breath.  Our breath becomes shallow.

´ Breathe work can help to turn off the constant “fight or flight” response that is our natural 
response to pain

´ It takes about 3 minutes to turn off the stress response in our body, reducing the release 
of stress hormones and chemicals which are irritants to our bodies

´ It can promote a sense of relaxation, allowing muscles to loosen, reducing spasming 

´ Promotes more oxygen



Pacing, Dosing, Using Modalities, Assists
´ Pace activities at a recovery pace. Very difficult for those with Type A or perfectionistic 

personalities.  Difficult for people with complicated lives. (Mr. Super, Ms. Student)

´ It is easier to stay out of pain than to get out of pain 

´ Using heat, ice, stretching, pain control positions, compounded creams to help manage pain 



Distract and Change your mind
´ Keep your mind engaged and busy.  If your attention is elsewhere, then there is less 

attention and signalling of pain

´ Participate in activities that are pleasurable and that you can do.  The neurochemicals that 
promote feelings of well-being are generated by positive emotions. (Ms. Builder)



Set yourself up for a good night’s sleep

´ Pay attention to the things you need to do to have a 
comfortable, supportive sleep environment

´ Try to have pain managed prior to going to bed

´ Keep pain management materials accessible to you 
through the night

´ Follow the guidelines for good sleep:  don’t go to bed 
until you are ready to go to sleep, keep your bed for 
sleeping (and possibly sex), get up if you are wakeful, 
get up at the same time each day, avoid long naps or 
napping late in the day. (Ms. PA)

´ Adenosine, a bi-product of the energy we burn during 
the day, is used in stages 3 and 4 sleep to heal tissues



Talk-therapy, Meditation, Mindfulness
´ Learning to pay attention to your thoughts about yourself and 

your pain , and challenging thoughts that impact your mood, 
or that result in counter-productive actions is one of the goals 
of therapy.

´ Be creative.  Find new ways to do things, and find new things 
to do.

´ Mindfulness – being in the moment and experiencing that 
moment to the fullest.  

´ Meditation – techniques to focus your mind, notice when you 
have lost focus and redirect your focus, and practices to help 
to focus your thoughts in positive ways

´ Participate in activities which promote neuro-plastic change.  
E.g., pendulation, imaginal movement, desensitization

´ Self-compassion – increases health and longevity



Move

´ Gently challenge your body to let go, stop 
guarding, and begin to move again.  
Retrain your brain’s response to movement.

´ Walk

´ Swim

´ Yoga and Pilates

´ Strength training

´ Stretching



Value who you are, Live meaningfully, 
Love deeply, 

´ Spend time with those you love and those 
who support you

´ Find ways that you can participate 

´ Love yourself and love others

´ Take in the good, gratefully

´ Know that you are “enough”



Thank you for your interest and 
attention
´ May you have peace

´ May you experience love

´ May you have relief from suffering


